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AD PRODUCTS
Digital: Display, geofencing, CTV

Traditional: Radio

1,175,000
Total impressions

ABOUT

This community health care system has been in California for more than 100 years 
and is one of the largest health care organizations in the area. They offer ambulatory 
care facil ities including clinics, urgent care centers, family care locations and more. 
Their mission is to heal, comfort and promote better health in the communities they 
serve.

CHALLENGE

The health care organization recently built a new campus where multiple doctors 
opened offices associated with the larger brand. They wanted to increase 
community health awareness by promoting the new facil ity as the go-to resource for 
both doctors and patients in the area.

Previously, the organization advertised with digital display campaigns through 
another vendor. They also ran traditional media campaigns that included outdoor, 
transit and newspaper tactics.

In 2020, they reallocated significant budget from traditional advertising to use for a 
new digital strategy that included the ability to reach “cord-cutting” television 
viewers. In addition, they recognized the benefits they would gain by subsequently 
receiving superior campaign reporting data on a regular basis.

5.15%
Ad interaction rate

41.57%
Retargeting click-through rate

STRATEGY
The health care organization used Marketron’s digital advertising solutions to 
target all  ages and genders — anyone needing medical services — through 
the following advertising channels to increase brand awareness and patient 
visits.

• Digital: display, geofencing, CTV (connected TV)

• Traditional: radio

Monthly site l ist optimizations were also made to increase click-through rates 
and to remove underperforming websites.

RESULTS
The campaign was deemed a huge success, with measurable results captured 
across the board. The doctors included were happy with the increase in 
patient appointments and saw a correlation with the advertising they had in 
place.

Additionally, the ad interaction rate (5.15%) was high, indicating achievement 
of increased brand awareness.

OBJECTIVE
Increase brand awareness
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